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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

(Field of the Invention)

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of
manufacturing a vehicle in a plurality of types having a
common engine, to incorporate a different exhaust de-
vice, having a different exhaust characteristic.

(Description of Related Art)

[0002] In a vehicle such as, for example, a motorcycle
as known from EP1568864A1, it is quite often that a plu-
rality of similar types having different engine output pow-
ers even though the structure of an engine is common
to all of them are made available. In order to change the
output power, either modifying the air intake system or
modifying the exhaust system (such as disclosed in, for
example, the JP Laid-open Patent Publication No.
2002-364331) have been known in the art. By so con-
structing, without the arrangement of component parts
being altered considerably, it is possible to provide a plu-
rality of types of different engine output powers while hav-
ing the substantially same appearance.
[0003] It has, however, been found that where the in-
take system is to be modified, the number of testing steps
after the modification increases, and also it brings about
a considerable impact on the rider’s feeling. Where the
exhaust system is to be modified, there is a risk that the
output power may be modified against the intent of the
manufacturer by fitting the exhaust system of a type hav-
ing a high output power to a type having a low output
power.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The present invention has been devised in view
of the foregoing problems and inconveniences and is in-
tended to provide a vehicle making method and a vehicle
group, in which two vehicles having different output pow-
ers can be manufactured while the number of steps such
as required in, for example, designing and/or testing is
suppressed and also in which the modification of the out-
put power against the intent of the manufacturer can be
prevented.
[0005] In order to accomplish the foregoing object, the
present invention in accordance with a first aspect thereof
provides a vehicle making method which includes: a pre-
paratory step of preparing first and second combustion
engines having respective connecting portions with ex-
haust devices, which connecting portions are different
from each other, but the remaining portions are formed
to have common structures, and two, first and second
exhaust devices having different characteristics and cor-
responding respectively to the first and second combus-
tion engines; and an assembling step of connecting the

combustion engines with the corresponding exhaust de-
vices to provide two types of first and second vehicles
having different output powers. In such case, during the
preparatory step, the first and second combustion en-
gines and the first and second exhaust devices are pre-
pared, in which the first exhaust device for a high output
power is connectable with the connecting portion of the
first combustion engine, and the second exhaust device
for a low output power is connectable, but the first exhaust
device is non-connectable, with the connecting portion
of the second combustion engine. Also, during the as-
sembling step, the first vehicle of a high output power is
assembled by connecting the first exhaust device with
the connecting portion of the first combustion engine and
the second vehicle of a low output power is assembled
by connecting the second exhaust device with the second
combustion engine.
[0006] In this instance, the combustion engine referred
to hereinbefore and hereinafter is to be understood as
represented by an engine body portion including a crank-
case, a cylinder block, a cylinder head, a head covering
and others, except for an intake system, comprised of an
air cleaner, a throttle body and others, and an exhaust
system comprised of an exhaust pipe, a muffler and oth-
ers. It is, however, to be noted that the combustion engine
referred to hereinbefore and hereinafter may often in-
clude the engine body and an exhaust pipe, which is up-
stream side portions of the exhaust system.
[0007] According to the first aspect of the present in-
vention, since the first and second combustion engines
differ from each other in that they make use of different
connecting portions with the exhaust devices, with no
need to make the respective structures of the combustion
engines markedly different from each other, two vehicles
having different output powers can be manufactured and
the number of steps required in, for example, designing
and testing can be reduced. Also, influences which would
be brought on output characteristics can be suppressed
merely by differentiating the exhaust devices from each
other and not the intake systems from each other. In ad-
dition, in the vehicle of a low output power, it is possible
to avoid alternation to a high output power against the
intent of the manufacturer by preventing the exhaust de-
vice for the low output power from being replaced with
the exhaust device for the high output power. According
to the invention, the first and second combustion engines
and the first and second exhaust devices are preferably
connected with each other by means of coupling or mat-
ing structures for connecting one of them with the other.
In this case, due to the difference in coupling structure
between the first and second combustion engines, the
second exhaust device of the low output power is con-
nectable with the connecting portion of the second com-
bustion engine, but the first exhaust device of the high
output power is non-connectable with the connecting por-
tion of the second combustion engine.
[0008] According to the foregoing construction, with a
simplified structure in which the coupling structures are
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differentiated, the exhaust device for the high output pow-
er is non-connectable with the second combustion en-
gine for the low output power and, therefore, it is possible
to avoid the alteration of the exhaust device for the high
output power against the intent of the manufacturer. For
the different coupling structures, they include reversal of
respective orientations of the male and the female and/or
different shapes of a projected portion and a recessed
portion. Also, where coupling is made with a flange after
the connection, respective positions of bolt holes to be
formed in the flange may be differentiated from each oth-
er. According to the invention, the first and second com-
bustion engine and the first and second exhaust devices
are connected with each other through coupling or mating
members each having a tubular outer wall engaged in a
tubular inner wall. Because the coupling members of the
first and second combustion engines are formed having
been reversed in orientation relative to each other, the
second exhaust device of the low output power is con-
nectable with the connecting portion of the second com-
bustion engine, but the first exhaust device of the high
output power is non-connectable with the connecting por-
tion of the second combustion engine. According to this
feature, by reversing the respective orientations of the
coupling members, not only can the non-interchangeable
structure can be realized, but an undesirable increase of
the number of component parts can also be suppressed.
[0009] In a preferred embodiment of the present inven-
tion, each of the first and second combustion engines
preferably include a cylinder head and a first or second
exhaust pipe separably connected with the first or second
combustion engine and operable to guide exhaust gases,
which have been exhausted from the cylinder head, to-
wards the first or second exhaust device. In such case,
during the preparatory step, the first and second exhaust
pipes are prepared, in which the first exhaust pipe for a
high output power is connectable with the cylinder head
of the first combustion engine and the second exhaust
pipe for a low output power is connectable with the cyl-
inder head of the second combustion engine, but the first
exhaust pipe is non-connectable with the cylinder head
of the second combustion engine. Also, during the as-
sembling step, the first exhaust pipe is connected with
the cylinder head of the first combustion engine to thereby
assemble the first vehicle and the second exhaust pipe
is connected with the cylinder head of the second com-
bustion engine to thereby assemble the second vehicle.
[0010] According to the above described embodiment,
since in addition to the connecting portion between the
exhaust device and the combustion engine, including the
cylinder head and the exhaust pipe, the connecting por-
tion between the cylinder head and the exhaust pipe are
differentiated in structure from each other, the exhaust
characteristic of the vehicle can be changed by the
change of the exhaust pipe in addition to the change of
the exhaust device. As a result, the change in exhaust
characteristic over a wide range can be accommodated.
[0011] Where the connecting portions between the cyl-

inder heads and the exhaust pipes are differentiated in
structure from each other, the cylinder heads of the first
and second combustion engines are preferably connect-
ed with the first and second exhaust pipes, respectively,
by means of connecting structures for connecting one of
them with the other. In this case, due to the difference in
coupling structure between the cylinder heads of the first
and second combustion engines, the second exhaust
pipe is to be connectable, but the first exhaust pipe is to
be non-connectable, with the cylinder head of the second
combustion engine. According to this structural feature,
since the coupling structures between the cylinder head
and the exhaust pipes are different from each other, a
non-connectable structure, in which both of the cylinder
heads and the exhaust pipes of different types are non-
connectable, can be attained and, therefore, it is possible
to avoid the alteration of the output power against the
intent of the manufacturer.
[0012] A second aspect of the present invention also
provides a vehicle group including first and second ve-
hicles having different output power powers, respective-
ly, in which the first vehicle includes a first combustion
engine and a first exhaust device for a high output power
and the second vehicle includes a second combustion
engine and a second exhaust device for a low output
power. In such case, the first and second combustion
engines have different connecting portions for connec-
tion with the first and second exhaust devices, respec-
tively, but have the remaining portions formed to repre-
sent a common structure. In this case, the first exhaust
device is connectable with the first combustion engine,
but non-connectable with the second combustion engine
whereas the second exhaust device is formed to be con-
nectable with the second combustion engine.
[0013] According to the second aspect of the present
invention described above, since the first and second
combustion engines differ from each other in that they
make use of different connecting portions with the ex-
haust devices, with no need to make the respective struc-
tures of the combustion engines markedly different from
each other, two vehicles having different output powers
can be manufactured and the number of steps required
in, for example, designing and testing can be reduced.
Also, influences which would be brought on output char-
acteristics can be suppressed merely by differentiating
the exhaust devices from each other and not the intake
systems from each other. In addition, in the vehicle of a
low output power, it is possible to avoid alternation to a
high output power against the intent of the manufacturer
by preventing the exhaust device for the low output power
from being replaced with the exhaust device for the high
output power.
[0014] Any combination of at least two constructions,
disclosed in the appended claims and/or the specification
and/or the accompanying drawings should be construed
as included within the scope of the present invention. In
particular, any combination of two or more of the append-
ed claims should be equally construed as included within
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the scope of the present invention.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015] In any event, the present invention will become
more clearly understood from the following description
of preferred embodiments thereof, when taken in con-
junction with the accompanying drawings. However, the
embodiments and the drawings are given only for the
purpose of illustration and explanation, and are not to be
taken as limiting the scope of the present invention in
any way whatsoever, which scope is to be determined
by the appended claims. In the accompanying drawings,
like reference numerals are used to denote like parts
throughout the several views, and:

Fig. 1 is a side view showing a motorcycle which has
been assembled according to a vehicle making
method in one preferred embodiment of the present
invention;
Fig. 2 is a fragmentary side view showing, on an
enlarged scale, a combustion engine and an exhaust
device both employed in the motorcycle shown in
Fig. 1;
Fig. 3 is a fragmentary sectional view showing, on a
further enlarged scale, a connection between the
combustion engine and the exhaust device;
Fig. 4 is a fragmentary side view showing a coupling
between exhaust upstream and downstream por-
tions of the exhaust device;
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary side sectional view showing
the coupling shown in Fig. 4;
Fig. 6 is a side view showing another motorcycle
which has been assembled according to the vehicle
making method in the preferred embodiment of the
present invention;
Fig. 7 is a view similar to Fig. 3, but shows the con-
nection between the combustion engine and the ex-
haust device both employed in the motorcycle shown
fragmentarily in Fig. 6;
Fig. 8 is a fragmentary side view showing the cou-
pling between the exhaust upstream and down-
stream portions of the exhaust device employed in
the motorcycle shown in Fig. 6; and
Fig. 9 is a fragmentary side view showing the cou-
pling between the exhaust upstream and down-
stream portions of the exhaust device shown in Fig.
8.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0016] Hereinafter, a preferred embodiment of the
present invention will be described in detail with particular
reference to the accompanying drawings. Before the de-
scription of the present invention proceeds, it is to be
noted that the terms "left" and "right" are used to denote
opposite positions or directions, respectively, relative to
a motorcycle rider or motorist then occupying a motor-

cycle rider’s seat and looking forwards in a direction par-
allel to the longitudinal sense of the motorcycle.
[0017] Referring first to Fig. 1 showing a side view of
a motorcycle M1, which is a first vehicle having been
assembled according to a vehicle making method which
pertains to the preferred embodiment of the present in-
vention. A motorcycle frame structure FR of the first mo-
torcycle M1 includes a main frame 1 which forms a part
of a front frame assembly, a rear frame 2 which is rigidly
connected with a rear portion of the main frame 1 and
forms a part of a rear frame assembly, and a pair of left
and right subframes 4 to extend from a front portion of
the main frame 1 to a rear portion thereof. The subframes
4 referred to above are positioned laterally outwardly of
a combustion engine E1.
[0018] The main frame 1 has a front end portion pro-
vided with a head tube 5, and an upper bracket 6 and a
lower bracket 8 are supported by this main frame 1a
through a steering shaft (not shown) which is rotatably
inserted into the head tube 5. A front fork assembly 10
is supported by the upper and lower brackets 6 and 8
with a front wheel 12 rotatably supported at a lower end
portion of the front fork assembly 10. A steering handle-
bar 14 is fitted to the upper bracket 6 at an upper end
portion of the front fork assembly 10.
[0019] A rear end portion of the main frame 1 is inclined
rearwardly slantwise, and a swingarm bracket 16 is
formed at this rear end portion of the main frame 1. A
swingarm 18 is pivotally supported by the swingarm
bracket 16 through a pivot shaft 20, with a rear wheel 22
rotatably supported by a rear end portion of the swingarm
18. A first motorcycle combustion engine E1, which is a
drive source for the motorcycle, is mounted on a sub-
stantially or generally intermediate portion of the main
frame 1 with respect to the longitudinal sense of the mo-
torcycle, in a fashion tilted forwardly. The rear wheel 22
referred to above is driven by the combustion engine E1
through a transmission member 21 such as, for example,
a substantially endless chain.
[0020] The first motorcycle combustion engine E1 re-
ferred to above is an internal combustion engine and, in
describing the preferred embodiment, is a parallel multi-
cylinder, water cooled internal combustion engine such
as, for example, a four-cylinder, four-stroke water-cooled
internal combustion engine. The first combustion engine
E1 includes a crankcase 24, a cylinder block 26 protrud-
ing upwardly from the crankcase 24, a cylinder head 28
mounted atop the cylinder block 26, and a head cover
29 positioned above the cylinder head 28 so as to enclose
the cylinder head 28. The cylinder head 28 has a rear
surface with which an air intake system, including a throt-
tle body 23, having a throttle valve built therein, and an
air cleaner (not shown), positioned upstream of the throt-
tle body 23 with respect to the direction of flow of air
towards the combustion engine, are fluid connected.
[0021] An exhaust system is fluid connected with a
front surface of the cylinder head 28. In other words, four
first exhaust pipes 30 are connected with the front surface
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of the cylinder head 28, and those first exhaust pipes 30
have their downstream ends merged together at a col-
lecting pipe 32. A downstream end of this collecting pipe
32 with respect to the direction of flow of exhaust gases
towards the atmosphere and an exhaust muffler 34, dis-
posed on a right side of the rear wheel 22, are commu-
nicated with each other through a connecting tube 36.
The first exhaust pipes 30, the collecting pipe 32, the
exhaust muffler 34 and the connecting tube 36 altogether
constitute a first exhaust device D1. A portion of the first
exhaust device D1 downstream of the collecting pipe 32
is covered from lateral outer side by a covering 39. The
details of the first exhaust device D1 referred to above
will be described later.
[0022] An oxygen sensor 41 is mounted on an up-
stream portion of the collecting pipe 32 for detecting the
concentration of oxygen contained in the exhaust gases,
and a catalyst unit 40 for substantially removing obnox-
ious substances contained in the exhaust gases is ac-
commodated within a portion of the collecting pipe 32
downstream of the oxygen sensor 41. The catalyst unit
40 is employed in two in number and those catalyst units
40 are positioned having been spaced a distance from
each other in an anteroposterior direction, that is, in a
direction parallel to the direction of flow of the exhaust
gases. It will readily be seen that with the catalyst unit 40
positioned on the upstream side where the temperature
of the exhaust gases is relatively high, the rate of reaction
of the catalyst can be improved.
[0023] The connecting tube 36 referred to above has
an exhaust valve 42 disposed therein for adjusting the
cross sectional area of the exhaust passage, which is
leading to the exhaust muffler 34. The provision of the
exhaust valve 42 referred to above is effective to optimize
the engine performance characteristic by driving the ex-
haust valve 42 in dependence on an engine operating
condition.
[0024] A fuel tank 44 is mounted atop the main frame
1. A headlamp unit 46 is supported at a front surface
portion of the front fork assembly 10, and a front cowl or
fairing 48 made of a resinous material is supported by
the headlamp unit 46 so as to enclose an area forwardly
of and above the front fork assembly 10.
[0025] A radiator 50 for dissipating an engine coolant
medium such as, for example, water is disposed forward-
ly above the combustion engine E in a fashion tilted for-
wards. A pair of left and right cowls 52 are arranged so
as to extend from laterally upwardly of the radiator 50 to
respective upper end portions of the left and right sub
frame 4 and laterally outwardly of the front portion of the
main frame 1 and are supported by the main frame 1. A
lower cowl 54 is supported beneath and on the first com-
bustion engine E1 so as to enclose a lower portion of the
first combustion engine E1 from laterally outside.
[0026] A seat assembly comprised of a rider’s seat 56
and a fellow passenger’s seat 58 is mounted on an upper
portion of the rear frame 2. A first control unit CU1 is
mounted below the rider’s seat 56. Side coverings 60,

one on each side of the motorcycle, extend from below
the rider’s seat 56 towards a rear portion of the cylinder
block 26 of the first combustion engine E1 so as to cover
rear half portions of the left and right subframes 4 and
laterally outer sides of the first control unit CU1 from out-
side. Subframe covering 62, one on each side of the mo-
torcycle, are supported by the subframe 4 so as to extend
from respective front end portions of the associated side
coverings 60 to corresponding lower portions of the side
cowls 52 to thereby cover the front half portion of the
subframe 4 from outside.
[0027] An upper frame covering 64 and a lower frame
covering 66 are disposed at upper and lower locations,
respectively, with each side covering 60 sandwiched
therebetween. The upper frame covering 64 extends
from the adjacent side cowl 52 to the associated side
covering 60 along a lower edge of the fuel tank 44 to
thereby cover the main frame 1 from outside. On the other
hand, the lower frame covering 66 extends downwardly
from the associated side covering 60 to cover the swin-
garm bracket 16 from outside.
[0028] A bracket 72 for supporting a brake pedal 68
and a fellow passenger’s footrest 70 is fixed to a rear
portion of the swingarm bracket 16, and this bracket 72
extends rearwardly and upwardly slantwise from the
swingarm bracket 16 along the exhaust muffler 34.
[0029] Referring now to Fig. 2, the first exhaust device
D1 has an exhaust upstream section 74, made up of the
first exhaust pipes 30 and the collecting pipe 32, and an
exhaust downstream section 76 made up of the connect-
ing tube 36 and the exhaust muffler 34, and the exhaust
upstream section 74 and the exhaust downstream sec-
tion 76 are removably connected together by means of
a coupling 69, the details of which coupling 69 will be
described later.
[0030] The exhaust upstream section 74 is an assem-
bly of the first exhaust pipes 30 and the collecting pipe
32 which are integrated together by means of welding,
and is removably connected with the cylinder head 28 of
the first combustion engine E1 through connections 78
at respective upstream end portions 30a of the first ex-
haust pipes 30.
[0031] As shown in Fig. 3, each of the upstream end
portions 30a of the first exhaust pipes 30 is formed with
an expanded diameter portion 80 formed by expanding
a tube diametrically, and an exhaust pipe holder 82 of a
substantially collared shape is fixed to an outer peripheral
surface of the expanded diameter portion 80 by means
of welding. A portion of the outer peripheral surface of
the expanded diameter portion 80 upstream of the ex-
haust pipe holder 82 has a collar 84 fixed thereto by
means of welding. The collar 84 has a constant inner
diameter and has a sectional shape representing a sub-
stantially or generally L-shaped configuration defined by
a tubular portion 84a, having a small diameter, and a
collar portion 84b extending from the tubular portion 84a
in a radially outward direction and having a large diam-
eter. This collar 84 is welded at an inner diametric surface
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of the tubular portion 84a to the outer peripheral surface
of the expanded diameter portion 80 with a tip end of the
tubular portion 84a protruding beyond a tip end of the
expanded diameter portion 80. The connection 78 re-
ferred to above is constituted by the expanded diameter
portion 80, the exhaust holder 82 and the collar 84.
[0032] On the other hand, the cylinder head 28 is
formed integrally with a tubular exhaust pipe fitting mem-
ber 86 having a fitting hole 88 defined therein for receiving
the tubular portion 84a of the collar 84, which hole 88
has an inner diameter indicated by d1.
[0033] The exhaust downstream section 76 shown in
Fig 2 is an assembly of the connecting tube 36 and the
exhaust muffler 34, which are integrated together by
means of welding. The exhaust muffler 34 is made up of
a chamber portion 92 on an upstream side and a muffler
portion 94 on a downstream side. More specifically, the
interior of a muffler casing 96 forming the contour of the
exhaust muffler 34 is divided by first to third partition wall
98, 100, 102 in the order from front into four interior spac-
es 104, 106, 108 and 110.
[0034] The interior space 104 positioned foremost is
defined generally intermediate between the connecting
tube 36 and the first partition wall 98 and forms a chamber
compartment 104 in the chamber portion 92. A perforated
tube 112 communicated with the connecting tube 36 is
communicated with the interior space 106, which defines
a first expansion chamber of the muffler portion 94 neigh-
boring rearwardly, after having passed through the cham-
ber comparment 104 and then extending across the first
partition wall 98. The perforated pipe 112 has a plurality
of communicating holes 114 so that a portion of the ex-
haust gases flowing through the perforated pipe 112 can
flow into the chamber compartment 104 through the com-
municating holes 114 and can then be expanded and
silenced.
[0035] The first expansion chamber 106 of the muffler
portion 94 is defined generally intermediate between the
first and second partition walls 98 and 100. In this first
expansion chamber 106, the exhaust gases flowing
thereinto through the perforated pipe 112 are expanded
and silenced. The second partition wall 100 is provided
with a first communicating tube 116 for communicating
the first expansion chamber 106 with the rearmost interior
space 110 and, also, with a second communicating tube
118 for communicating the first expansion chamber 106
with the interior space 108 positioned rearwardly thereof.
[0036] The rearmost interior space 110 is defined gen-
erally intermediate between the third partition wall 102
and a rear wall 96a of the muffler casing 96 and forms a
second expansion chamber 110 of the muffler portion
94. In this second expansion chamber 110, the exhaust
gases flowing from the first communicating tube 116 are
expanded and silenced. The third partition wall 102 is
provided with a third communicating tube 120 for com-
municating the second expansion chamber 110 with the
interior space 108 forming the third expansion chamber
of the muffler portion 94.

[0037] The third expansion chamber 108 of the muffler
portion 94 is defined generally intermediate between the
second and third partition walls 100 and 102. In this third
expansion chamber 108, the exhaust gases flowing from
the second communicating tube 118 and the third com-
municating tube 120 are expanded and silenced. The
second and third communicating tubes 118 and 120 are
disposed so as to face in a direction counter to the flow
of the exhaust gases, and the exhaust gases flowing from
the first expansion chamber 106 through the second
communicating tube 118 and the exhaust gases flowing
from the third expansion chamber 110 through the third
communicating tube 120 collide against each other to
thereby allow the exhaust gases to be further expanded
and silenced. The third partition wall 102 is provided with
two, fourth and fifth communicating tubes 122 and 124
for communicating the third expansion chamber 108 with
the outside of the muffler casing 96 and, accordingly, the
exhaust gases expanded and silenced within the third
expansion chamber 108 are discharged to the outside
after having flown through the fourth and fifth communi-
cating tubes 122 and 124.
[0038] A first mounting piece 126 is fixed to a portion
of the outer peripheral surface of the muffler casing 96
adjacent a front end portion thereof by means of welding.
This first mounting piece 126 is provided with a bolt in-
sertion hole 126a. Also, a second mounting piece 128 is
fixed to a portion of the outer peripheral surface of the
muffler casing 96 adjacent a rear end portion thereof by
means of welding. The second mounting piece 128 is
also provided with a bolt insertion hole 128a. The bolt
insertion hole 128a is defined in the form of a slot.
[0039] Referring to Fig. 4, the coupling 69 referred to
previously is made up of a male pipe 130, which is a sort
of a coupling or mating member provided at an upstream
end portion (a front end portion) of the exhaust down-
stream section 76, and a female pipe 132 which is a sort
of a coupling or mating member provided at a down-
stream end portion (a rear end portion) of the exhaust
upstream section 74.
[0040] As best shown in Fig. 5, the male pipe 130 is
integrated with the exhaust downstream section 76 with
at an outer peripheral surface of the rear end portion
thereof fixed to an inner peripheral surface of the con-
necting tube 36 by means of welding. On the other hand,
the female pipe 132 is integrated with the exhaust up-
stream section 74 with an outer peripheral surface of the
front end portion thereof fixed to an inner peripheral sur-
face of the collecting pipe 32 by means of welding. The
female pipe 132 has a plurality of cutout grooves 133
defined therein and spaced equidistantly from each other
in a peripheral direction thereof for the purpose of facili-
tating a diametric expansion and a diametric contraction.
[0041] In the description that follows, a method of as-
sembling the first exhaust device D1 and a method of
fitting to the motorcycle body, that is, a vehicle making
method will be described. At the outset, as a preparatory
step, the exhaust upstream section 74, which is com-
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prised of the first exhaust pipe 30, the collecting pipe 32
(both shown in Fig. 2) and the female pipe 132 (shown
in Fig. 4), and the exhaust downstream section 76, which
is comprised of the male pipe 130 (shown in Fig. 4), the
connecting tube 36 and the exhaust muffler 34, are pre-
pared.
[0042] During an assembling step, as shown in Fig. 5,
the female pipe (coupling member) 132 is engaged in an
outer periphery of the male pipe (coupling member) 130
through a gasket 134 and an outer periphery of the female
pipe 132 is fastened with a clamping member 136 best
shown in Fig. 2. By so doing, the exhaust upstream sec-
tion 74 and the exhaust downstream section 76 are con-
nected together to finish assemblage of the first exhaust
device D1.
[0043] Subsequently, the collar 84 of each of the first
exhaust pipes 30 is inserted into the corresponding fitting
hole 88 in the cylinder head 28 best shown in Fig. 3. A
packing 90 is interposed between a tip end face 86a of
the exhaust pipe fitting member 86 and a collar portion
84b of the collar 84. By so doing, an upstream end portion
(front portion) of the first exhaust device D1 best shown
in Fig. 2 is supported by the first combustion engine E1.
[0044] Thereafter, a bolt (not shown) is inserted from
the outside of the motorcycle body into the bolt insertion
hole 126a in the first mounting piece 126 provided in the
exhaust muffler 34 of the first exhaust device D1 and is
then firmly threaded into a threaded hole (also not shown)
defined in the swingarm bracket 16. By so doing, a sub-
stantially intermediate portion of the first exhaust device
D1 in the anteroposterior direction comes to be supported
by the swingarm bracket 16 of the main frame 1, that is,
supported by the motorcycle body.
[0045] Also, the bolt 138 shown in Fig. 1 is inserted
from the outside of the motorcycle body into the bolt in-
sertion hole 128a in the second mounting piece 128 pro-
vided in the exhaust muffler 34 and is then firmly threaded
into a threaded hole (not shown) in the bracket 72 fixed
to the swingarm bracket 16. By so doing, the rear portion
of the first exhaust device D1 is supported by the motor-
cycle body. Through those procedures described above,
fitting of the first exhaust device D1 to the motorcycle
body finishes.
[0046] In the description that follows, a motorcycle M2,
which is a second vehicle assembled according to the
vehicle making method of the present invention will be
described with particular reference to Figs. 6 to 9. It is to
be noted that the motorcycles M1 and M2, which are the
first and second vehicles, respectively, are similar in type
to each other in respect of the component structures and
the appearance. Figs. 6 to 9 pertaining to the second
motorcycle M2 correspond to Figs. 2 to 5 pertaining the
first motorcycle M1 and, therefore, component parts
shown in Figs. 6 to 9, which are alike those shown in
Figs. 2 to 5 are designated by like reference numerals
and no description of the component parts common to
those first and second motorcycles M1 and M2 will be
reiterated for the sake of brevity.

[0047] A second combustion engine E2 mounted on
the second motorcycle M2 best shown in Fig. 6 is identical
with the first combustion engine E1 mounted on the first
motorcycle M 1 (best shown in Fig. 1), but has an output
power set to a small value. In other words, the second
combustion engine E2 has its output power suppressed
by a second exhaust device D2 and the second motor-
cycle M2 is different from the first motorcycle M1 in re-
spect of the provision of a second control unit CU2 that
is tailored to suit to an output power characteristic of the
second exhaust device D2, noting that structural features
other than the use of this second control unit CU2 are
similar to those employed in the first motorcycle M1.
[0048] With the second vehicle M2 for the low output
power having been prepared in the manner described
above, on the occasion that a rider such as, for example,
a first-timer motorcyclist, who is green in driving with his
or her motorcycle, attempts to drive the motorcycle, it is
possible to prevent the output power of the vehicle from
becoming excessive to thereby suppress a deviance of
the vehicle performance against his or her driving skill
and expertise. Also, with major components of the sec-
ond combustion engine E2 of the second vehicle M2 for
the low output power and major components of the first
combustion engine E1 of the first vehicle M1 for the high
output power are uniformized or communized, the re-
spective costs of manufacture of the first and second
vehicles M1 and M2 can be individually reduced.
[0049] The first and second combustion engines E1
and E2 differ from each other in connection with only a
joint thereof with any one of the first and second exhaust
devices D1 and D2, noting that remaining portions are
formed to have common structures. More specifically,
the inner diameter e2 of the fitting hole 88A in the exhaust
pipe fitting member 86A, formed in the cylinder head 28
of the second combustion engine E2 as shown in Fig. 7
is formed to have a value smaller than the inner diameter
e1 of the fitting hole 88 in the cylinder head 28 of the first
combustion engine E1 as shown in Fig. 3, that is, e2 <
e1. Other structural features than that described above
are common to the first and second combustion engines
E1 and E2.
[0050] Also, the inner diameter d2 of each of the sec-
ond exhaust pipes 30A in the exhaust upstream section
74A of the second exhaust device D2 shown in Fig. 7 is
also formed to have a value smaller than the inner diam-
eter d1 of each of the first exhaust pipes 30 shown in Fig.
3, that is, d2 < d1, and, in correspondence therewith, the
outer diameter f2 of the collar 84A of the second exhaust
device D2 shown in Fig. 7, too, is formed to have a value
smaller than the outer diameter f1 of the collar 84 shown
in Fig. 3, that is, f2 < f1. With the inner diameter d1 of
each of the first exhaust pipes 30 chosen to be greater
than the inner diameter d2 of each of the second exhaust
pipes 30A in this way, the exhaust passage is widened
and, despite of the common combustion engine, the out-
put power of the first vehicle M1 increases.
[0051] Also, the outer diameter f1 of the tubular portion
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84a of the collar 84 of each of the first exhaust pipes 30
is set to a value greater than the inner diameter e2 of the
fitting hole 88A of the cylinder head 28 shown in Fig. 7
and cannot be inserted into the fitting hole 88A of the
second combustion engine E2. In other words, each of
the first exhaust pipes 30 shown in Fig. 3 cannot be fitted
to the second combustion engine E2 shown in Fig. 7.
[0052] In addition, a second communicating tube 118A
of the muffler 34A in the exhaust downstream section
76A of the second exhaust device D2 shown in Fig. 6
have its opposite ends closed so that a portion of the
exhaust gases will not flow from the first expansion cham-
ber 106 to the third expansion chamber 108. In other
words, the muffler 34A of the second exhaust device D2
has a flow path narrower than that of the muffler 34 of
the first exhaust device D1 shown in Fig. 2 and the output
power is correspondingly reduced. With a minimum mod-
ification having been applied to the muffler 34 in the man-
ner described above, the output power can be sup-
pressed while the common combustion engine is
equipped and, therefore, the number of designing steps
and of testing steps can reduced.
[0053] Yet, the connecting tube 36 of the second ex-
haust device D2 shown in Fig. 6 is not provided with any
exhaust valve. The second exhaust device D2 has its
output power lowered as compared with that of the first
exhaust device D1 shown in Fig. 2 and, therefore, de-
mands for optimization of characteristics with the use of
the exhaust valve are not so strong and the cost can be
reduced.
[0054] As shown in Figs. 8 and 9, a coupling 69A
present at an intermediate portion of the second exhaust
device D2 includes a male pipe 130A, which is a sort of
a coupling member provided at a downstream end por-
tion (rear end portion) of the exhaust upstream section
74A, and a female pipe 132A which is a sort of a coupling
member provided at an upstream end portion (front end
portion) of the exhaust downstream section 76A. In other
words, against the coupling 69 of the first exhaust device
D1 shown in Fig. 1, the male pipe 130 and the female
pipe 132 are reversed relative to each other. Accordingly,
the respective exhaust upstream sections 74 and 74A of
the first and second exhaust devices D1 and D2 and the
respective exhaust downstream sections 76 and 76A of
the first and second exhaust devices D1 and D2 are non-
interchangeable relative to each other.
[0055] It is to be noted that the first combustion engine
E1 may include the exhaust upstream section 74, in
which case each of the connections 78, which connects
the cylinder head 28 with the corresponding first exhaust
pipe 30 as shown in Fig. 3, may not be non-interchange-
able with a connection 78A which connects the cylinder
head 28 of the second combustion engine E2 with the
corresponding exhaust pipe 30A as shown in Fig. 7. Cou-
pling members 130 and 132 both shown in Fig. 4 connect
the exhaust downstream section 76 (first exhaust device)
with the first combustion engine E1 and coupling mem-
bers 130A and 132A both shown in Fig. 8 connect the

exhaust downstream section 76A (second exhaust de-
vice) with the second combustion engine E2 and the both
connections are hence non-interchangeable.
[0056] The control unit CU1, shown in Fig. 1, and the
control unit CU2, shown in Fig. 6, execute different engine
control methods (programs). Even the difference in con-
trol method makes the output power adjusted. The con-
trol unit CU1 shown in Fig. 1 and the control unit CU2
shown in Fig. 6 are so designed and so configured that
they would not operate when interchanged with each oth-
er. More specifically, a program that will not be activated
when they are interchanged is configured and/or the
shape of a coupler connected with the control unit is al-
tered.
[0057] The control unit issues a drive command to a
controlled target machine or equipment such as, for ex-
ample, an ignition device, a fuel injection device or an
exhaust valve. The control unit makes use of a different
program for commanding the controlled target machine
or equipment so that the output power of the second ve-
hicle M2, rather than the first vehicle M1, can be sup-
pressed. It is to be noted that the target machine or equip-
ment to be controlled by the control unit may include in-
take and exhaust valves.
[0058] In the embodiment now under discussion, ar-
rangement has been employed that in addition to the
suppression of the output power by means of the control
unit with the use of the program, the output power is sup-
pressed by altering exhaust characteristics physically
such as, for example, by closing a portion of the commu-
nicating tube or changing the inner diameter of the ex-
haust pipe. By suppressing the output power with the use
of both of the software and the hardware in this way, it
is possible to more effectively avoid alteration of the out-
put power against the intent of the designer as compared
with the suppression of the output power with the use of
only one of those software and the hardware. It is to be
noted that the suppression of the output power may be
such as to reduce the output power over the entire area
or as to reduce the output power only in a high output
power area including the maximum output power. Re-
duction of the output power by means of the exhaust
device rather than the intake device is effective to mini-
mize an adverse influence on the feeling during the travel.
Also, alteration of the characteristic of the muffler is ef-
fective to alter the exhaust efficiency without changing
the outer shape and also to reduce an adverse influence
which would be brought on any other machines or equip-
ments.
[0059] In the illustrated embodiment, the exhaust valve
42 is mounted on the exhaust downstream section 76 for
the high output power and no exhaust valve is mounted
on the exhaust downstream section 76A for the low out-
put power. Accordingly, even if the exhaust downstream
section 76 for the high output power is fitted to the second
vehicle M2 for the low output power, the control unit CU2
of the vehicle of the low output power is unable to drive
the exhaust valve 42 and, hence, it is possible to avoid
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the alteration of the output power against the intent of
the designer.
[0060] The method of assembling the second exhaust
device D2 and the method of fitting to the motorcycle
body, that is, the vehicle making method are similar to
those described in connection with the first exhaust de-
vice D1, except for the differences found between the
inner diameters e1 and e2 of the mounting holes 88 and
88A of the cylinder head 28, between the inner diameters
d1 and d2 of the exhaust pipes 30 and 30A, orientation
of the male and female coupling members of the cou-
plings 69 and 69A and others.
[0061] As hereinabove described, since only the alter-
ation of the inner diameter of the pipe and the orientation
of the maleness and femaleness of the coupling mem-
bers is sufficient, the positions and the structure of the
first mounting piece 126 and the second mounting piece
128, which are mount portions relative to the motorcycle
body, can be formed analogously. By way of example,
where in altering to a similar type fitting is performed with
a separate adaptor interposed between the first and sec-
ond combustion engines E1 and E2, and the first and
second exhaust devices D1 and D2, or between the ex-
haust upstream section 74 and 74A and the exhaust
downstream sections 76 and 76A of the first and second
exhaust devices D1 and D2, the exhaust device will be
displaced rearwardly a distance corresponding to the
size of the adaptor. As a result, a mounting portion of the
exhaust device and a mounting position of the motorcycle
body will be displaced with the consequence that the ex-
haust device can no longer be fixed to the motorcycle
body, and therefore, it is necessary to alter the mounting
portion for each of the types.
[0062] In the construction described above, as shown
in Figs. 3 and 7 the first and second combustion engines
E1 and E2 differ from each other only in that the respec-
tive mounting holes 88 and 88A of the cylinder heads 28,
which are connecting portion with the first and second
exhaust devices D1 and D2, have the inner diameters
e1 and e2 that are different from each other. Accordingly,
the two motorcycles M1 and M2 having the different out-
put power can be manufactured with no need to alter the
major structural features of the engines and, hence, the
number of respective steps required in designing and
testing can be reduced. Also, with the exhaust systems,
not the intake systems, differentiated from each other,
any influence which may be brought on the output char-
acteristic can be suppressed. Also, in the motorcycle M2
having the low output power, it is possible to avoid the
alteration to the combustion engine of the high output
power against the intent of the manufacturer by prevent-
ing the first exhaust pipes 30 for the high output power
from being fitted to the second combustion engine E2 of
the low output power.
[0063] Yet, since between the first and second com-
bustion engines E1 and E2 coupling or mating structures
of the cylinder head 28 relative to the exhaust upstream
sections 74 and 74A are different, with a simplified struc-

ture it is possible to disable connection of the first exhaust
device D1 for the high output power with the second com-
bustion engine E2. Thereby, it is possible to avoid the
alteration to the high output power of the exhaust device
of the motorcycle M2 for the low output power against
the intent of the manufacturer.
[0064] The first and second combustion engines E1
and E2 may include the exhaust upstream section 74
and 74A of the first and second exhaust devices D1 and
D2, in which case the first and second combustion en-
gines E1 and E2 and the exhaust downstream sections
76 and 76A are, as shown in Figs. 4 and 8, connected
together by means of a coupling or mating structure in
which one of them is connected with the other of them,
and the couplings 69 and 69A are different in structure
between the first and second combustion engines E1 and
E2. By so doing, a non-interchangeable structure can be
realized, in which the exhaust upstream sections 74 and
74A and the exhaust downstream sections 76 and 76A
in the different types cannot be connectable with each
other. As a result thereof, it is possible to avoid the alter-
ation for the high output power against the intent of the
manufacturer. Moreover, the non-interchangeable struc-
ture can be realized merely by reversing the orientation
of the coupling members 130, 130A, 132 and 132A and,
hence, an undesirable increase of the number of com-
ponent parts can also be suppressed.
[0065] In addition to the structures of the couplings 69
and 69A, at which the exhaust upstream sections 74 and
74A and the exhaust downstream sections 76 and 76A
are connected together as shown in Figs. 4 and 8, re-
spectively, the connections between the first and second
combustion engines E1 and E2 and the first and second
exhaust devices D1 and D2 shown in Figs. 3 and 7, re-
spectively, are differentiated from each other. According-
ly, it is possible to alter the engine displacement can be
changed upon alteration of the inner diameters d1 and
d2 of the first and second exhaust pipes 30 and 30A in
addition to alteration of the muffler 34, 34A. As a result
thereof, change in engine displacement over a further
broad range can be accommodated.
[0066] Although in describing the foregoing preferred
embodiment, the combustion engine and the exhaust up-
stream section, and the exhaust upstream section, and
the exhaust downstream section have been shown and
described as separable from each other so that among
a plurality of types the combustion engine and the ex-
haust upstream section, and the exhaust upstream sec-
tion and the exhaust downstream section may have a
non-interchangeability, the non-interchangeability may
be provided at only one location or three or more locations
somewhere in the exhaust system of the combustion en-
gine. For example, while the exhaust upstream sections
are common to each other, only the exhaust downstream
sections may be made non-interchangeable.
[0067] Although in describing the foregoing embodi-
ment the first and second combustion engines E1 and
E2 and the exhaust upstream sections 74, 74A, and the
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exhaust upstream sections 74 and 74A and the exhaust
downstream sections 76 and 76A have been shown and
described as non-interchangeable, it is sufficient that a
device for the high output power is non-connectable at
least in the vehicle for the low output power and a device
for the low output power may be connectable in the ve-
hicle for the high output power.
[0068] Although in describing the foregoing embodi-
ment the males and the females have been shown and
described as reversed in orientation for the different cou-
pling structures employed between the exhaust up-
stream sections 74 and 74A and the exhaust downstream
sections 76 and 76A of the first and second exhaust de-
vices D1 and D2, other than that it is possible to differ-
entiate the shape of a projection relative to a recess or
to differentiate the position of a bolt hole to be defined in
a flange where a flanged coupling is employed. Also,
regarding a coupling or mating shape between the cyl-
inder head and the exhaust upstream section, the cou-
pling shape may be similarly differentiated or the position
of the bolt hole may be similarly differentiated. Other than
the male and the female, the inner diametric dimension,
the hole shape and so on may be differentiated. For ex-
ample, one may be round in shape, in which case the
other is formed in a round shape having a key groove
and, alternatively, one may be round in shape in which
case the other is formed to an oval shape.
[0069] Furthermore, in the description of the foregoing
embodiment, in the first exhaust device D1 on the side
of the high output power, the exhaust upstream section
74 has been shown and described as having the female
pipe 132 whereas the exhaust downstream section 76
has been shown and described as having the male pipe
130. However, the first exhaust device D1 on the side of
the high output power may be so designed that the ex-
haust upstream section 74 has the male pipe 130 where-
as the exhaust downstream section 76 has the female
pipe 132. By so doing, in the first exhaust device D1 of
the high output power, as a result that the exhaust gases
may not collide against an upstream end face of the male
pipe 130, the flow path resistance is lowered and, there-
fore, a further output increase can be expected.
[0070] Although the present invention has been fully
described in connection with the preferred embodiments
thereof with reference to the accompanying drawings
which are used only for the purpose of illustration, those
skilled in the art will readily conceive numerous changes
and modifications within the framework of obviousness
upon the reading of the specification herein presented of
the present invention. By way of example, although in
describing the preferred embodiment reference has been
made to the motorcycle, the present invention is not nec-
essarily limited to such motorcycle, but may be equally
applied to any kind of vehicles having similar types that
utilize a common engine.
[0071] Accordingly, such changes and modifications
are, unless they depart from the scope of the present
invention as delivered from the claims annexed hereto,

to be construed as included therein.

[Reference Numerals]

[0072]

28 Cylinder head
30 First exhaust pipe
30A Second exhaust pipe
88, 88A Fitting hole (Connecting portion)
130, 130A Male pipe (Coupling member)
132, 132A Female pipe (Coupling member)
D1 First exhaust device
D2 Second exhaust device
E1 First combustion engine
E2 Second combustion engine
M1 First vehicle (Motorcycle)
M2 Second vehicle (Motorcycle)

Claims

1. A vehicle making method which comprises:

a preparatory step of preparing first and second
combustion engines (E1, E2) having respective
connecting portions with exhaust devices (D1,
D2), which connecting portions are different
from each other, but the remaining portions, are
formed to have common structures, and two,
first and second exhaust devices (D1, D2) hav-
ing different characteristics and corresponding
respectively to the first and second combustion
engines (E1, E2); and
an assembling step of connecting the combus-
tion engines (E1, E2) with the corresponding ex-
haust devices (D1, D2) to provide two types of
first and second vehicles (M1, M2) having dif-
ferent output powers, wherein
during the preparatory step, the first and second
combustion engines (E1, E2) and the first and
second exhaust devices (D1, D2) are prepared,
in which the first exhaust device (D1) for a high
output power is connectable with the connecting
portion of the first combustion engine (E1), and
the second exhaust device (D2) for a low output
power is connectable, but the first exhaust de-
vice (D1) is non-connectable, with the connect-
ing portion of the second combustion engine
(E2); and
during the assembling step, the first vehicle (M1)
of a high output power is assembled by connect-
ing the first exhaust device (D1) with the con-
necting portion of the first combustion engine
(E1) and the second vehicle (M2) of a low output
power is assembled by connecting the second
exhaust device (D2) with the second combus-
tion engine (E2);the first and second combustion
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engines (E1, E2) and the first and second ex-
haust devices (D1, D2) are connected with each
other by means of coupling structures for con-
necting one of them with the other; and
due to the difference in coupling structure be-
tween the first and second combustion engines
(E1, E2), the second exhaust device (D2) of the
low output power is connectable with the con-
necting portion of the second combustion en-
gine (E2), but the first exhaust device (D1) of
the high output power is non-connectable with
the connecting portion of the second combus-
tion engine (E2); characterized in that
the first and second combustion engine (E1, E2)
and the first and second exhaust devices (D1,
D2) are connected with each other through cou-
pling members (130, 132) each having a tubular
outer wall engaged in a tubular inner wall; and
because the coupling members (130, 132) of
the first and second combustion engines (E1,
E2) are formed having been reversed in orien-
tation relative to each other, the second exhaust
device (D2) of the low output power is connect-
able with the connecting portion of the second
combustion engine (E2), but the first exhaust
device (D1) of the high output power is non-con-
nectable with the connecting portion of the sec-
ond combustion engine (E2).

2. The vehicle making method as claimed in claim 1,
wherein

each of the first and second combustion engines
(E1, E2) comprises a cylinder head (28) and a
first or second exhaust pipe (30, 30A) separably
connected with the first or second combustion
engine (E1, E2) and operable to guide exhaust
gases, which have been exhausted from the cyl-
inder head (28), towards the first or second ex-
haust device (D1, D2);
the first and second combustion engines (E1,
E2) differ from each other only in a joint structure
thereof with any one of the first and second ex-
haust devices (D1, D2), and remaining portions
are formed to have common structures;
during the preparatory step, the first and second
exhaust pipes (30, 30A) are prepared, in which
the first exhaust pipe (30) for a high output power
is connectable with the cylinder head (28) of the
first combustion engine (E1) and the second ex-
haust pipe (30A) for a low output power is con-
nectable with the cylinder head (28) of the sec-
ond combustion engine (E2), but the first ex-
haust pipe (30) is non-connectable with the cyl-
inder head (28) of the second combustion en-
gine (E2); and
during the assembling step, the first exhaust
pipe (30) is connected with the cylinder head

(28) of the first combustion engine (E1) to there-
by assemble the first vehicle (M1) and the sec-
ond exhaust pipe (30A) is connected with the
cylinder head (28) of the second combustion en-
gine (E2) to thereby assemble the second vehi-
cle (M2).

3. The vehicle making method as claimed in claim 2,
wherein

the cylinder heads (28) of the first and second
combustion engines (E1, E2) are connected
with the first and second exhaust pipes (30,
30A), respectively, by means of connecting
structures for connecting one of them with the
other; and
due to the difference in coupling structure be-
tween the cylinder heads (28) of the first and
second combustion engines (E1, E2), the sec-
ond exhaust pipe (30A) is connectable, but the
first exhaust pipe (30A) is non-connectable, with
the cylinder head (28) of the second combustion
engine (E2); and
an inner diameter of a fitting hole (88, 88A) in
an exhaust pipe fitting member (86), formed in
the cylinder head (28) of the second combustion
engine (E2), is formed to have a value smaller
than an inner diameter of a fitting hole (88, 88A)
in the cylinder head (28) of the first combustion
engine (E1).

4. A vehicle group comprising first and second vehicles
(M1, M2) having different output powers, the first ve-
hicle (M1) including a first combustion engine (E1)
and a first exhaust device (D1) for a high output pow-
er, the second vehicle (M2) including a second com-
bustion engine (E2) and a second exhaust device
(D2) for a low output power; wherein

the first and second combustion engines (E1,
E2) have different connecting portions for con-
nection with the first and second exhaust devic-
es (D1, D2), respectively, but have the remain-
ing portions formed to represent a common
structure;
the first exhaust device (D1) is connectable with
the first combustion engine (E1), but non-con-
nectable with the second combustion engine
(E2);
the second exhaust device (D2) is formed to be
connectable with the second combustion engine
(E2);
the first and second combustion engines (E1,
E2) and the first and second exhaust devices
(D1, D2) are connected with each other by
means of coupling structures for connecting one
of them with the other; characterized in that
the first and second combustion engines (E1,
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E2) and the first and second exhaust devices
(D1, D2) are connected with each other through
coupling members (130, 132) each having a tu-
bular outer wall engaged in a tubular inner wall,
the coupling members (130, 132) forming the
coupling structures; and
because the coupling members (130, 132) of
the first and second combustion engines (E1,
E2) are formed having been reversed in orien-
tation relative to each other, the second exhaust
device (D2) is connectable with the connecting
portion of the second combustion engine (E2),
but the first exhaust device (D1) is non-connect-
able with the connecting portion of the second
combustion engine (E2).

Patentansprüche

1. Fahrzeugherstellungsverfahren, das Folgendes auf-
weist:

einen Vorbereitungsschritt zur Herstellung ers-
ter und zweiter Verbrennungsmotoren (E1, E2)
mit entsprechenden Verbindungsabschnitten
mit Abgasvorrichtungen (D1, D2), welche Ver-
bindungsabschnitte voneinander verschieden
sind, jedoch die restlichen Abschnitte so ausge-
bildet sind, um gemeinsame Strukturen aufzu-
weisen, und mit zwei, ersten und zweiten, Ab-
gasvorrichtungen (D1, D2) mit verschiedenen
Merkmalen und jeweils dem ersten und zweiten
Verbrennungsmotor (E1, E2) entsprechend;
und
einen Montageschritt zum Verbinden der Ver-
brennungsmotoren (E1, E2) mit den entspre-
chenden Abgasvorrichtungen (D1, D2), um zwei
Typen von ersten und zweiten Fahrzeugen (M1,
M2) mit verschiedenen Abgabeleistungen be-
reitzustellen, wobei,
während des Vorbereitungsschritts, der erste
und zweite Verbrennungsmotor (E1, E2) und die
erste und zweite Abgasvorrichtung (D1, D2) her-
gestellt werden, wobei die erste Abgasvorrich-
tung (D1) für eine hohe Abgabeleistung mit dem
Verbindungsabschnitt des ersten Verbren-
nungsmotors (E1) verbindbar ist, und die zweite
Abgasvorrichtung (D2) für eine geringe Abga-
beleistung mit dem Verbindungsabschnitt des
zweiten Verbrennungsmotors (E2) verbindbar
ist, jedoch die erste Abgasvorrichtung (D1) da-
mit nicht verbindbar ist; und
während des Montageschritts, das erste Fahr-
zeug (M1) von hoher Abgabeleistung durch Ver-
binden der ersten Abgasvorrichtung (D1) mit
dem Verbindungsabschnitt des ersten Verbren-
nungsmotors (E1) montiert wird und das zweite
Fahrzeug (M2) von geringer Abgabeleistung

durch Verbinden der zweiten Abgasvorrichtung
(D2) mit dem zweiten Verbrennungsmotor (E2)
montiert wird; der erste und der zweite Verbren-
nungsmotor (E1, E2) und die erste und die zwei-
te Abgasvorrichtung (D1, D2) miteinander mit-
tels Kopplungsstrukturen zum Verbinden von ei-
nem von ihnen mit dem anderen verbunden wer-
den; und
auf Grund des Unterschieds in der Kopplungs-
struktur zwischen dem ersten und dem zweiten
Verbrennungsmotor (E1, E2), die zweite Abgas-
vorrichtung (D2) der geringen Abgabeleistung
mit dem Verbindungsabschnitt des zweiten Ver-
brennungsmotors (E2) verbindbar ist, jedoch die
erste Abgasvorrichtung (D1) der hohen Abga-
beleistung mit dem Verbindungsabschnitt des
zweiten Verbrennungsmotors (E2) nicht ver-
bindbar ist; dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der erste und zweite Verbrennungsmotor (E1,
E2) und die erste und die zweite Abgasvorrich-
tung (D1, D2) miteinander über Kopplungsele-
mente (130, 132), mit jeweils einer rohrförmigen
Außenwand, die mit einer rohrförmigen Innen-
wand im Eingriff ist, verbunden sind; und
die Kopplungselemente (130, 132) des ersten
und des zweiten Verbrennungsmotors (E1, E2)
so ausgebildet sind, dass sie relativ zueinander
in der Orientierung umgekehrt wurden, die zwei-
te Abgasvorrichtung (D2) der geringen Abgabe-
leistung mit dem Verbindungsabschnitt des
zweiten Verbrennungsmotors (E2) verbindbar
ist, jedoch die erste Abgasvorrichtung (D1) der
hohen Abgabeleistung mit dem Verbindungsab-
schnitt des zweiten Verbrennungsmotors (E2)
nicht verbindbar ist.

2. Fahrzeugherstellungsverfahren nach Anspruch 1,
wobei

der erste und der zweite Verbrennungsmotor
(E1, E2) einen Zylinderkopf (28) und ein erstes
oder zweites Abgasrohr (30, 30A) umfasst, das
getrennt mit dem ersten oder zweiten Verbren-
nungsmotor (E1, E2) verbunden ist und bedien-
bar ist, um Abgase zu führen, die aus dem Zy-
linderkopf (28) an die erste oder zweite Abgas-
vorrichtung (D1, D2) abgegeben wurden;
der erste und der zweite Verbrennungsmotor
(E1, E2) sich voneinander nur hinsichtlich einer
Verbindungsstruktur mit der ersten oder der
zweiten Abgasvorrichtung (D1, D2) unterschei-
den, und die restlichen Abschnitte so ausgebil-
det sind, dass sie gemeinsame Strukturen be-
sitzen;
während des Vorbereitungsschritts, das erste
und das zweite Abgasrohr (30, 30A) hergestellt
werden, wobei das erste Abgasrohr (30) für eine
hohe Abgabeleistung mit dem Zylinderkopf (28)
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des ersten Verbrennungsmotors (E1) verbind-
bar ist und das zweite Abgasrohr (30A) für eine
geringe Abgabeleistung mit dem Zylinderkopf
(28) des zweiten Verbrennungsmotors (E2) ver-
bindbar ist, jedoch das erste Abgasrohr (30) mit
dem Zylinderkopf (28) des zweiten Verbren-
nungsmotors (E2) nicht verbindbar ist; und
während des Montageschritts, das erste Abgas-
rohr (30) mit dem Zylinderkopf (28) des ersten
Verbrennungsmotors (E1) verbunden wird, um
dadurch das erste Fahrzeug (M1) zu montieren,
und das zweite Abgasrohr (30A) mit dem Zylin-
derkopf (28) des zweiten Verbrennungsmotors
(E2) verbunden wird, um dadurch das zweite
Fahrzeug (M2) zu montieren.

3. Fahrzeugherstellungsverfahren nach Anspruch 2,
wobei

die Zylinderköpfe (28) des ersten und des zwei-
ten Verbrennungsmotors (E1, E2) mit dem ers-
ten bzw. dem zweiten Abgasrohr (30, 30A) mit-
tels Verbindungsstrukturen zum Verbinden von
einem von ihnen mit dem anderen verbunden
werden; und
auf Grund des Unterschieds in der Kopplungs-
struktur zwischen den Zylinderköpfen (28) des
ersten und des zweiten Verbrennungsmotors
(E1, E2), das zweite Abgasrohr (30A) mit dem
Zylinderkopf (28) des zweiten Verbrennungs-
motors (E2) verbindbar ist, jedoch das erste Ab-
gasrohr (30A) damit nicht verbindbar ist; und
ein Innendurchmesser eines Passloches (88,
88A) in einem in dem Zylinderkopf (28) des zwei-
ten Verbrennungsmotors (E2) ausgebildeten
Abgasrohr-Passelements (86) so ausgebildet
ist, dass er einen kleineren Wert als der Innen-
durchmesser eines Passlochs (88, 88A) in dem
Zylinderkopf (28) des ersten Verbrennungsmo-
tors (E1) aufweist.

4. Fahrzeuggruppe, umfassend erste und zweite Fahr-
zeuge (M1, M2) mit verschiedenen Abgabeleistun-
gen, wobei das erste Fahrzeug (M1) einen ersten
Verbrennungsmotor (E1) und eine erste Abgasvor-
richtung (D1) für eine hohe Abgabeleistung aufweist,
das zweite Fahrzeug (M2) einen zweiten Verbren-
nungsmotor (E2) und eine zweite Abgasvorrichtung
(D2) für eine geringe Abgabeleistung aufweist; wo-
bei der erste und der zweite Verbrennungsmotor
(E1, E2) verschiedene Verbindungsabschnitte zum
Verbinden mit der erste bzw. der zweiten Abgasvor-
richtungen (D1, D2) aufweisen, jedoch die restlichen
Abschnitte so ausgebildet sind, dass sie eine ge-
meinsame Struktur aufweisen;
die erste Abgasvorrichtung (D1) mit dem ersten Ver-
brennungsmotor (E1) verbindbar ist, jedoch mit dem
zweiten Verbrennungsmotor (E2) nicht verbindbar

ist;
die zweite Abgasvorrichtung (D2) so ausgebildet
sind, dass sie mit dem zweiten Verbrennungsmotor
(E2) verbindbar ist;
der erste und der zweite Verbrennungsmotor (E1,
E2) und die erste und die zweite Abgasvorrichtung
(D1, D2) miteinander mittels Kopplungsstrukturen
zum Verbinden von einer von ihnen mit der anderen
verbunden sind,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der erste und der
zweite Verbrennungsmotor (E1, E2) und die erste
und die zweite Abgasvorrichtung (D1, D2) miteinan-
der über Kopplungselemente (130, 132) mit jeweils
einer rohrförmigen Außenwand, die mit einer rohr-
förmigen Innenwand im Eingriff ist, verbunden sind,
wobei die Kopplungselemente (130,132) die Kopp-
lungsstrukturen bilden; und
da die Kopplungselemente (130, 132) des ersten
und des zweiten Verbrennungsmotors (E1, E2) so
ausgebildet sind, dass sie relativ zueinander in der
Orientierung umgekehrt wurden, die zweite Abgas-
vorrichtung (D2) mit dem Verbindungsabschnitt des
zweiten Verbrennungsmotors (E2) verbindbar ist, je-
doch die erste Abgasvorrichtung (D1) mit dem Ver-
bindungsabschnitt des zweiten Verbrennungsmo-
tors (E2) nicht verbindbar ist.

Revendications

1. Procédé de fabrication de véhicule qui comprend :

une étape préparatoire consistant à préparer
des premier et second moteurs à combustion
(E1, E2) ayant des parties de raccordement res-
pectives avec des dispositifs d’échappement
(D1, D2), lesquelles parties de raccordement
sont différentes les unes des autres, mais les
parties résiduelles sont formées pour avoir des
structures communes, et deux premiers et se-
conds dispositifs d’échappement (D1, D2) ayant
des caractéristiques différentes et correspon-
dant respectivement aux premier et second mo-
teurs à combustion (E1, E2) ; et
une étape d’assemblage consistant à raccorder
les moteurs à combustion (E1, E2) avec les dis-
positifs d’échappement (D1, D2) correspon-
dants pour fournir deux types de premier et se-
cond véhicules (M1, M2) ayant différentes puis-
sances de sortie, dans lequel :

pendant l’étape préparatoire, les premier et
second moteurs à combustion (E1, E2) et
les premier et second dispositifs d’échap-
pement (D1, D2) sont préparés, dans lequel
le premier dispositif d’échappement (D1)
pour une puissance de sortie élevée peut
être raccordé à la partie de raccordement
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du premier moteur à combustion (E1) et le
second dispositif d’échappement (D2) pour
une faible puissance de sortie peut être rac-
cordé, mais le premier dispositif d’échappe-
ment (D1) ne peut pas être raccordé, avec
la partie de raccordement du second mo-
teur à combustion (E2) ; et
pendant l’étape d’assemblage, le premier
véhicule (M1) d’une puissance de sortie éle-
vée, est assemblé en raccordant le premier
dispositif d’échappement (D1) avec la partie
de raccordement du premier moteur à com-
bustion (E1) et le second véhicule (M2)
d’une faible puissance de sortie est assem-
blé en raccordant le second dispositif
d’échappement (D2) avec le second moteur
à combustion (E2) ; les premier et second
moteurs à combustion (E1, E2) et les pre-
mier et second dispositifs d’échappement
(D1, D2) sont raccordés entre eux au moyen
de structures de couplage pour raccorder
l’un d’entre eux avec l’autre ; et
en raison de la différence de la structure de
couplage entre les premier et second mo-
teurs à combustion (E1, E2), le second dis-
positif d’échappement (D2) de faible puis-
sance de sortie peut être raccordé avec la
partie de raccordement du second moteur
à combustion (E2), mais le premier dispo-
sitif d’échappement (D1) de la puissance de
sortie élevée ne peut pas être raccordé avec
la partie de raccordement du second mo-
teur à combustion (E2) ; caractérisé en ce
que :

les premier et second moteurs à combustion
(E1, E2) et les premier et second dispositifs
d’échappement (D1, D2) sont raccordés entre
eux par le biais d’éléments de couplage (130,
132), chacun ayant une paroi externe tubulaire
mise en prise dans une paroi interne tubulaire ;
et
étant donné que les éléments de couplage (130,
132) des premier et second moteurs à combus-
tion (E1, E2) sont formés en ayant été inversés
du point de vue de l’orientation l’un par rapport
à l’autre, le second dispositif d’échappement
(D2) de faible puissance de sortie peut être rac-
cordé avec la partie de raccordement du second
moteur à combustion (E2), mais le premier dis-
positif d’échappement (D1) de puissance de
sortie élevée ne peut pas être raccordé avec la
partie de raccordement du second moteur à
combustion (E2).

2. Procédé de fabrication de véhicule selon la reven-
dication 1, dans lequel :

chacun des premier et second moteurs à com-
bustion (E1, E2) comprend une culasse (28) et
un premier ou second tuyau d’échappement
(30, 30A) raccordé séparément avec le premier
ou le second moteur à combustion (E1, E2) et
pouvant fonctionner pour guider les gaz
d’échappement, qui ont été évacués de la cu-
lasse (28) vers le premier ou le second dispositif
d’échappement (D1, D2) ;
les premier et second moteurs à combustion
(E1, E2) diffèrent l’un de l’autre uniquement du
point de vue de leur structure de joint avec l’un
quelconque des premier et second dispositifs
d’échappement (D1, D2) et les parties résiduel-
les sont formées pour avoir des structures
communes ;
pendant l’étape préparatoire, les premier et se-
cond tuyaux d’échappement (30, 30A) sont pré-
parés, dans lequel le premier tuyau d’échappe-
ment (30) pour une puissance de sortie élevée
peut être raccordé avec la culasse (28) du pre-
mier moteur à combustion (E1) et le second
tuyau d’échappement (30A) pour une faible
puissance de sortie peut être raccordé avec la
culasse (28) du second moteur à combustion
(E2), mais le premier tuyau d’échappement (30)
ne peut pas être raccordé avec la culasse (28)
du second moteur à combustion (E2) ; et
pendant l’étape d’assemblage, le premier tuyau
d’échappement (30) est raccordé avec la culas-
se (28) du premier moteur à combustion (E1)
pour assembler ainsi le premier véhicule (M1)
et le second tuyau d’échappement (30A) est rac-
cordé avec la culasse (28) du second moteur à
combustion (E2) pour assembler ainsi le second
véhicule (M2).

3. Procédé de fabrication de véhicule selon la reven-
dication 2, dans lequel :

les culasses (28) des premier et second moteurs
à combustion (E1, E2) sont raccordées avec les
premier et second tuyaux d’échappement (30,
30A), respectivement, au moyen des structures
de raccordement pour raccorder l’une d’entre
elles avec l’autre ; et
en raison de la différence de structure de cou-
plage entre les culasses (28) des premier et se-
cond moteurs à combustion (E1, E2), le second
tuyau d’échappement (30A) peut être raccordé,
mais le premier tuyau d’échappement (30A) ne
peut pas être raccordé avec la culasse (28) du
second moteur à combustion (E2) ; et
un diamètre interne d’un trou de montage (88,
88A) dans un élément de montage de tuyau
d’échappement (86), formé dans la culasse (28)
du second moteur à combustion (E2), est formé
pour avoir une valeur inférieure à un diamètre
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interne d’un trou de montage (88, 88A) dans la
culasse (28) du premier moteur à combustion
(E1).

4. Groupe de véhicules comprenant des premier et se-
cond véhicules (M1, M2) ayant différentes puissan-
ces de sortie, le premier véhicule (M1) comprenant
un premier moteur à combustion (E1) et un premier
dispositif d’échappement (D1) pour une puissance
de sortie élevée, le second véhicule (M2) compre-
nant un second moteur à combustion (E2) et un se-
cond dispositif d’échappement (D2) pour une faible
puissance de sortie ; dans lequel :

les premier et second moteurs à combustion
(E1, E2) ont des parties de raccordement diffé-
rentes pour le raccordement avec les premier
et second dispositifs d’échappement (D1, D2)
respectivement, mais ont les parties résiduelles
formées pour représenter une structure
commune ;
le premier dispositif d’échappement (D1) peut
être raccordé avec le premier moteur à combus-
tion (E1), mais ne peut pas être raccordé avec
le second moteur à combustion (E2) ;
le second dispositif d’échappement (D2) est for-
mé pour pouvoir être raccordé avec le second
moteur à combustion (E2) ;
les premier et second moteurs à combustion
(E1, E2) et les premier et second dispositifs
d’échappement (D1, D2) sont raccordés entre
eux au moyen de structures de couplage pour
raccorder l’un d’entre eux à l’autre ;
caractérisé en ce que :

les premier et second moteurs à combus-
tion (E1, E2) et les premier et second dis-
positifs d’échappement (D1, D2) sont rac-
cordés entre eux par le biais d’éléments de
couplage (130, 132) ayant chacun une paroi
externe tubulaire mise en prise dans une
paroi interne tubulaire, les éléments de cou-
plage (130, 132) formant les structures de
couplage ; et
étant donné que les éléments de couplage
(130, 132) des premier et second moteurs
à combustion (E1, E2) sont formés en ayant
été inversés du point de vue de l’orientation
l’un par rapport à l’autre, le second dispositif
d’échappement (D2) peut être raccordé
avec la partie de raccordement du second
moteur à combustion (E2), mais le premier
dispositif d’échappement (D1) ne peut pas
être raccordé avec la partie de raccorde-
ment du second moteur à combustion (E2).
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